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ABSTRACT

in this paper, we suggest a theory to describe the phenomena

of coherent propagation of light wava in semiconductors. Basing

OA trfo band system and considering the interband and intraband

transitions induced by light wave and the interaction betwaen

electrons, wo obtain the nonlinear equations for the description

of interaction between carriers and coherent light wave. We have

made use of the aquations to analyse the phenomena which arise

from the interaction between semiconductors and coherent light,

for example, the multiphoton transitions, the saturation of light

absorption of exclton, the shift of exoiton line In Intense light

field, and the coherent propagation phenomena sueb, as self-Induced

transparency etc.
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I. Introduction

'.Vhen ah intence coherent light pulse enters a semiconductor

in wnich resonant transitions can bo lnduoed, several prooeosua

will occur: {1) creation and recombination of eleotron-hole pairs

Induced &y the coherent light; (Z) collisions of the electrons

ind holes; [2) interaction of electrons and holes with phonons;

(4) recombination of electron-hole pairs through spontaneous

emission or at recombination centers. If the Intensity of light

is high enough, process cp will predominate. In such a case,

the coherence between the excited state of the sepiiconduetor and

the light wave becomes important, and a number of specific

phenomena of coherent propagation will occur. Thus observations

of phenomena, such as self-induced transparency in interband and

exciton transitions t and saturation of absorption L*"l t

have been reported. Certain theoretical analyses have been given

in the literature . The purpose of the present work aims at

developing an adequate theory for dealing with such phenomena.

Our work Is presented in three parts, in the first part,

we neglect the interaction between the electrons and investigate

the problem in the framework of single electron band theory. The

intense light field Induces not only Interband transitions, but

alto Intraband transitions of electron's and holes respectively in

the conduction ana valence bands. Hence our system is different

from the ordinary inhomogeneoualy broadened two-level system, i'or

our treatment w& have adopted the "space translation approximation

",I.e. t&e approximate steady state?, of the carriers moving within

their respective bonds under the action of the light wava are

taken as the base Tor treating the Interband transitions. This la
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effected by a transformation,which renders the system formally

analogous to an irihomogeneously broadened two-level system, but a

particular type or multiphoton process will occur here.

in tne second part, we take into account the interaction

between electrons. From the point of view of the resonant coherent

interaction with light, the Interaction between electrons can be

ptrtitioned into a part-thnt does not change the total momentum

of the relevant tileptron-hole pair and an other part does change

the total momentum, 'in other words, the former is the Interaction

of the electron with its hole partner which gives rise to the

binding of the exciton state. The latter represents collisions

between electrons and holes which destroy the coherence of tne

process. When we are considering the coherent propagation, it is

reasonable to take account of the former while neglecting the

latter. Because the intense light pulse can generate a high densi-

ty or excitons, we must treat the electrons and hole3, which make

up the excitons as "ferroions". This differs from usual treatments

representing excitons at low density as "bosons". We have intro-

duced coherent states or the exciton to describe the process , and

obtainea a set of non-linear equations which can naturally account

lor the saturation of light absorption of exciton and the shift

of exciton line in intense light field. Within certain approxima-

tion, tne coherent excitation of discrete exciton lines can be

described by a Bloch equation analogous to that for two-level

atomic systems; the corresponding density of equivalent "two-level

atoms" is determined by features of the wave fund;ion of the

exciton atetta, ~ "

Z~JL 6iio laird part; we tihall analyse the propagation of colter-

»nJi . .v'hv polee in th« ayetetn, ind derive the M*xwell-Bloeh aqua —

-.3 «

tion describing this process. The equation provides a theoretical

basis for treating coherent propagation problems. After malting

some approximation, we oan represent this equation in a standard

rorm whioh oan be solved by tha "inverse scattering method",

II. Two-band model

;i.l Basic formula and the space translation approximation

In this part, we shall work out the theory in the single

electron approximation. The Hamiltonian of an electron interact-

ing with a light w ave can be written as

(2.1}

where V is the effective periodic potential for an electron mov-

ing in the crystal lattice, and A is the veotor potential for the

light wave, which is assumed to be a plane wave;

A ~ (8.8)

As it Is weaksr than v , we oan take the Blooh wave funotlon of

the electron as the base to treat tnio problem, yor the sake of

simplicity, we consider a simple two-band

SV(K> " ~
(2.3)

where the indicia o and v refer respectively to the oonduotion and

valence bands and ]Jtgf7ft.
 a r e the eleotron and J»*» •ft*ctlve
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masses, £- ia ttie forbidden gap width. In the dipole approxima-

tion and neglecting, spatial variation of the light field, we can

vrrlte (2.1) in the formalism of second quantization as follows:

•where

CL.~* n\f\ Qr* $Ljl\ a r e respectively the annihilation and creation

operators for electrons in the conduction band (valence band ). By

changing their indices, we lj.Produce the annihilation and creation

operators respectively for electrons and holes as follows;

becomesThus

H, in (£.4) reproaenta tti« part of the interact ion with the

light, wave responsible for iatarbamt effects)

ftolo« Q? on?

matrix element of operator p , By

;if uiio {Jion wave funotlona, ^(K

. 5 -

can be made real. The two terms in 12.7) correspond to the genera-

tion and recomblaatioa of an electron-hole pair respectively.

: Hj. in. 12.4) represents the part of the interaction with the

light wave responsible for intraband effects;

and TjrYjf»£ 0?) are the velocity of electron andwhere

hole.

in the dipole approximation, we note that ^he j\* term, in

(2.1) can be eliminated by introducing a common phase factor which

ia identical for all states. Hence this term is not inoludad in

(2.4). But we should emphasize that the space dependence of A has

been neglected altogether ia (2.4).

By Introducing the following canonical tranafornatloa:

A

, 12.9)

the intraband term can be eleminated from (2.4), giving thus
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f •»/> [- * C 8p t fa )] hug Of j
12.10)

where

d i r ' •

(2.11)

The physioal meaning of the transformation (3,9) is easily

understood. For the electron, it corresponds to a transformation

from a base e ^ U r f to a neW tase ****'^'^^'"aJr' If wa

neglect the apaoe dependence of ^T* , it is just the wave func-

tion for the steady state motion of eleotron in the conduction

band under the electromagnetlo field. 7or the hole, the situation

la similar. Thus we may designate the transformation 5 a s tl19

» space translation approximation" .

2.2 intratiand-interband multiphoton transition

The interaction term in the Hamiltonlan (2,10) is

weBy substituting the concrete expression of

have

and

^ i u j U e ) \

Introducing

we obtain

, (2.12)

where J^Ctl) is the m-order Bessel function. Obviously, if

£lj?)-EjtjOss "wfc**> ( n is on arbitrary integer J, corresponding

multi-quantum transitions can occur. This is a type of multipho-

ton transition distinct from the usual the high order lnterband

transitions. This is an lntraband-intorband multiphoton transition

which has been dis^cussed in reference , It is to be noted

that the probability of this type of process Is essentially depen-

dent on the direction and magnitude of "K*.

3.3 Bloch equation

We shall assume the wave funotion of the system to hnve the

following form:

} kr
where \P is the wave function of ground atata ( the conduction

band is empty and the valence band is completely filled). substi-

tuting (2.13) into (2.10) ( we obtain

- 7 -
- 8 -
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(2.14)

Introducing the notations;

and

we have

-L9 J

-*** J

(B.j.2) , the rlghx aide of (£,15) liaooniaB a

terms, thus for example,

(a,15)

of various

If one of the harmonic terma satisfies (m-n)'*>~ H-V+ K-0 * ttle

contribution of this term will clearly be the largest and the rest

of ten&3 can neglected approximately, thia la equivalent to the

rotating wave approximation in magnetic resonance . Physically,

this corresponds to the resonant transition with 1fi-t\ photons. If

we introduce In such a case

& em s. 7L.C

Eq.(2.15) can be written approximately a3

(a.16)

Eq.(2.16) describes electron-hole pair creation by absorbing yn+\

photons and electron-hole recombination by emitting m+7 photons

. Formally, they are entirely analogous the equations for a two

level system in a light field, and we can treat the system, in

analogy with a spin system, thus we introduce

, (2.17)

and

-10
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,— -Cm+oB-

V

Fig (2.1)

(2.Hi), we obtain

(a.id)

This ls the equation, of motion fdr'a magnetic moment precessing

in an external field which is rotating with angular frequency

, . JtP • \ i?iff (2 11 is a diagrammatic representation. If

toe amplitude ^ and the phase ff of the light wave do no

with time, the solution of (2.18) ls well known * . In this

the motion of '7%? in a coordinate system which rotates with the

awtsnetlc fieldTis just a precession in a constant field. The fre-

quency of precession is

(2.19)

- u -

ail

Similar to tha two level system, this just represents the fre-

quency of the back and forth interband "transitions" between the

two bands. If the intensity of light ia (c too MW/.^, The value of

i^ is approximately fJ^fJ sec . As emphasized in the Introduc-

tion, when >i»^i_« and Pg-pLy }/r » coherence with the light

becom.es important. Here, /A.«ls the frequency of collision bet-

ween electron-hole pairs, îJ_p/i is the frequency of electron-phonon

scattering, T is the life time of eleotron-hole pair. With

ultrashort laser pulses, this condition is easily fulfilled. If

the pulse duration ls shorter than M ^ and ^ ,, coherent propa-

gating effects will become manifest.

W« notice that, because we have neglected the spatial varia-

tion of the external field in the above derivation, the transi-

tions Induced are vertical and the oreation operator for electron-

hole pair appearing in (2.13) is accordingly CL-jtb-p, If we take

account of the momentum of the photon, In the approximation of

qipole transition, the creation operator for electron-hole pair

t; a m-photon absorption should be,rewritten as &L, t_r> , where

jc'= ]?-t7tC? , "<f being the wave vector of the light wave. Thus the

wave function becomes

(S.20)

The above derivation still remains valid.
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III. Effects of Interaction between electrons

3.1 Ba3lo formula

Tho interaction between eleotrons has important effects for

the consideration of interaction between light and semiconductor,

particularly, as the interaction is responsible for the appearance

of discrete energy levels in the forbidden band-^exclton levels

In this part, we shall give a discussion of this problem.

The interaction between the electrons can be written ae

H-« ±
(3-D

w , ̂  are the annihilation and creation operators for

electron, respectively, V is the C#ulomb potential function bet-

ween electrons, in the two band approximation,

Una lo the hole H B B . - ^ ^ " represents their lnteraatlon

, n © " lumpe together various possible polarization effects. If

we taice account of the polarization effects by the introdunMon of

a "macroaoope" dielectric function, the three relevant processes

can be represented as follows:

electron-electron interaction

, (3.3)

, (3-4)

hole-hole interaction

electron-hole interaction

(3.5)

W,iere "ty** and

. -(3.2)

nre the Bloch wave functions respectively for

t,:e cunuuctlon ona valunce band, substitution of (3,u) in (3.1)

give 16 terms. They represent respectively electron-electron

Scattering, eltctron-hole scattering, hole-hole scattering, elect-

ron-hole pair creation by electron {or hole) scattering, electron-

hole recombination by electron scattering (or hole), eto.

For the problem, we are considering,, we arp mainly Interested

in the first three processes while suitable account has to be

taken of the effects of polarization of medium, as indicated in

Fig.(3.1), In Fig.(3.1), the solid line la the electron line, the

- 13 -
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Fig. (3,1), ;

Wf;-
, (3.6)

f la the q-Fourier component of the Coulomb potential func-
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vhere

tioa, and £(.f) la the dielectric function.

What we want to investigate specifically is the effect of

these interactions, directly relevant to the consideration of

interaction between coherent light and semiconductors. Thus, for

instance, if we are considering a single photon resonant transit .,•

tlon, the electron-hole pair which is created or recombined by the

lijjht wuve will have a total momentum "f{ J ( q. is the wave vector

of light wave); i.e. only the electron-hole polarization waves

with the wave vector "q* are Interacting resonantly with the light

v.ave. Hence, for our purpose, we should Investigate the effect of

the Interactions (3.3) — (3.5) on various electron-hole pairs with

wave vector "q*. Accordingly, we introduce the following creation

and-annihilation operators for electron-hole pairs:

It is readily verified that D and D satisfy the following commu-

tation relations:

for

*T^. I ^ , r

Ki —

D and D clearly represent creation and annihilation opera-

tors for electron-hole pair with wave vector "£*, consisting of an

electron /TV£ and a hole -jF*.

Riiprenenting the interaction (3.3)—(3.5) on the basis or

auch "pair" states, we obtain :

Electron-electron interaction (3.3) •

. (3.9)

It can be described by Fig.t^.ii), the second term is the exchange

term for the flyst term,

*

-V,

ff-3?
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Hole-hole Interaction 13

. 13.10)

It can be described by a figure analogous to the Fig.(3.2).

The electron-hole interaction (3,5) :
. —# i

(3.11)

-K,

Ji.

- s g :
...,-L-,--_*

The five terms are lUuBtratai ^>Ig.(3.3), Kera the aeoond term

ia the exchange term for the flrat term, the fourth term is the

- 3.7 -

t-xclinn̂ e terra Tor the third term.

in'(3.9}—(3.11), the final term of (3.11),

2, Ki b. , (3.12)

Is the only term which does not change the wave vector or the

electron-hole pair. When we consider the interaction between the

light wave and the electron-hole pair generated by the light wave,

wll terms except (.i.lii) will act to chnnga the wuvo vector of'the

pair and thus remove it from the Influence of the light wave. In

other word, the effect of these terms is to destroy the coherence

between the light, wave find the electron-hole pair gentrated by the

light, wttve. The interaction represented by ('6 ,\Z) acts quitaly

differently, it does not destory the coherence. It acts to modify

the physical features of the excitation process.

In ract, (3.12) is the interaction responsible for the forma-

tion of the exciton states, whereas the other teraa describe tha

scattering between the "eicltons" (here "exciton" Is used In the

broad sense, embracing both the continuous and diacret excltonic

states ). in simple terms, we may describe the Interaction

(3.IB) as the Interaction between the electron and its hole-part-

aer. Therefore it' Is clear that (3.1a) is only term we have

Incorporate into the coherent Interaction between the light wave

and the semiconductor, whereas the effects of the othor terms tire

to be dtsiicritjed in terms of the collision frequency l/L^a refered

to earlier.

There still remains one point to be clarified, namely the

effect of the "apace translation approximation". After performing

the transformation (2,9),(3.3) beoomea

- 18 -



at a*
Similarly, (3.4) becomes

and (3.5} becomes

lfrl?

(3.5*)

Substituting the explicit expressions for ^ U , '/'jf in the above

expressions, we find that (3.3') and (3.4) are identical to (3.3)

and (3.4), whereas (3.5') differs from (3.5) in that the Fourier

component ifC%*J is replaced by

-: T Tctf> at 7
. (3.13)

As function in ordinary space, this means replacing the function

vCr) by

where ^ s= ffo -t Jflfr . The physical meaning of these results are

self evident.

-10'

3.2 The equation of coherent interaction

It follows from the above discussion when the electron

-olectron interaction is ts)cen into account, the Schro'dinr-

-ger equation describing the coherent interaction between

the light wave ana a semiconductor can be written appro-

as:

where the first and third terms are the same as In (2.10),

and the second term is electoron-eleotron Interaction (3.1

2). In analogy with (2.13), we assume the wave function to

be of the form:

in order to obtain equations governing eA-jf and tt~.t w e 0ha-

ll first derive the equations of motion for the operators

f(t?} . ?(-•?)' 4*S (&f a n d & t? ' In fact' fflal£ill8 use
of (3.8), wo obtain readily:

•4a*i > i >(
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completely analogous equations can be written down for J) (

and \} j* b-*

Next we take the average of these equations over the wuve

function (3.15). in doing so, we introduce the following notat-

ions: _ _,' * + _

and make use of the relations;

etc. Then we find

-A.

.4j tf-t) - (t,) t

j c?i -

i.

simplifying notations by introducing

equations (3.19) can "be rewritten as:

i tf ft) v ^ f ? ;

*> 4?®

yrom (3.191), we can ohovr that

substituting (3.Ho] into (3.18), we obtain:

or

I far I.



12.191) ,(3.Ki), (3.r2 .) are +vie equations governing the electronic

st-'ite axcitoa by the light pulse. tofe shall proceed with further

transformations a.' these equations so as to render t&9ir physioaj

implications moro explicit.

3.3 The coherent state of the electron-hole pair

We define

or

; ̂ in^r*-15') 1 *o

It

the following aquation for

13.0), wo have

Hence the wave function (3,151 SIM* &• rewritten as

ITom (3. 34) and (3.211, we have

it-
Therefore we find for the wave function of the ooherently exci-

-ted system:

tho symbol "^" signifies that y not normalized, Jf we Intro-

Jjca

and.

k

£4 (3.30) can be written as

^ define the follov/ing pair of opertore;

- 24 -



i l iS E<5.. ( 3 . B ) , '.•••e c a n show t h u t

t E, E+J - L iffiV

and

or, ii" for the state , then

Ti' rollers that when tne number of excited particles Is sma-

.11, the operators E and E esatlsfy approximately

U, (V3O

Thus £ and £ + can be regard aa the annihilation and creat-

-lo!i operators for aB ose field. The wave function (3.31) is ju-

~st of the usual form of a coherent state of a Bose field , J\

can be understand as the amplitude''of tne Bose" field, |A| is the

number of the "Bosons", indeed,E*H- describes the excitation

of one electron-hole pair with, the wave function ̂ .'J-P I -t )\*

this is a eleotron-hole pair with wave vector t . If we neglect

"̂ rt»l ( Its order 1B approxliaately _ •—fnjl • V la the volum

-e of the systeja ) ,£*e of th ytja ) ,£ repreBante the e'xoltation of two such

electron-hole pairs, and similarly-"E ^represents approximat-

ely the exoitatlon of W such paira, Henoe the waT6 function

{3.31) represents a coherent assembly variously ox'olted states

as diacrlbed above and..|>f give* the average number of excited

- 35 -

pairs, uowaver, a* Kq,(3.56) Is only approximate, the above stat-

ement is valid only In the limit of low density of exoiteu pa-

-irs. As we have seen, ~S and E are not Boss operators in

tlio rigorous sense. This is an expression of the fact that the

electron-hole pairs nre constituted of two "fermions" tuul do not

behuve UJ boson3 in tae, strict sense.

V/e .-nay be dlscrlbe tlio situation aa follow; Jjj la the amp-

-lltude ot" the electron - hole wave and K^(^.ab) govcrna

the excitation of the wnve. It Is a non-linear equation .

However when |OiH<*-j t H oarl ^ e approximated by the linear eq

-uation;

It i3 to the same approximation that we can regard the electron

- hole pairs as bosons end equation (3.3?) Is just the equutlon

of exciton polarization wnve Introduced in the reference ,

When \Q-?\ increases, the non- linear oharVter of ]£q(3.E5) can

no longer be neglected, and the-non- bose property of the pair.?

will become manifest. The nonlinearity of Eq(3.85) is in fact a

manifestation of the non-bose property of the excited pair8.

It follows from (ii.lt!) that the terma J\ and /\ « /\. in

(3.25) can be expanded into various harmonica of the Incident

light frequency:

A8 in j 2-3, the dominant term Is that with

Reaving out other terms, Eq,(3,£5) becomes then an equation des-

cribing the aieotnvoo-jbole*-palrft-rffSotkntly excited by m photons.
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For the sake of def ineteness, let us assume h\ •=• | . x,q (3.2

5) then becomes:

V (
' w v

l l n u u r u p ^ v o x limit i o n l a ;

In this equation, "t*^"" + v is Just the Hamiltonian of

the exciton In the Bloch representation. Thus (3.40) can be

written as;

This equation can be solved by the method of coulomb Green fu-

notion . yrcwi tiie dei'intion of the Green function, it 1,3

not difficult to see that this is equivalent to solving by ti-

-aui dependent perturbation theory.

in contract with the linear approximation, there is anotfie

-r case in which |^| >>) . Then let £ * -J., , Eq(3.39}

-omes approximately as

It nas a form similar to i3,40)t. bu^ the signs of potential V*

are revuraul. physically this is easily understood.

Generally, we oaa rewrite (3.39) as follov/s;

- 87 -

ir terms higher than
lre negleoted, (3.41) becomes

The first term on rght hand side represents "excitation", tho

second term represents "saturation".

3.4 The coherent excitation of exciton

In the theory of interband transitions Induced by light,it

is well known that,for transitions with fj,j> ̂  .cuneidertition

of the interaction between tne electron and hole makes only a

small difference, this difference Deoomes progressively smalle

-r with Increasing value for ( t̂u> - E* ), But in the case of

"few> C Eii i as the interaction between elaotron ana aole can

*ive rise to discrete energy levalf in tne forbidden ^ap, the

conaiasration of tills inter-notion will .iwice s. qualitative difT

•c^rne, in this aeot'.on, we shall speoifioally disouae this

Xt)(3>41) let us intrnduoe

we obtain

L e t )\ft
 b e tlve exciton wave funotion:

- 28 -



Let us assume that we then nave

and substitute into (3.44); after using the

-nallty of the functions -f, -» t we obtain:

orthogo-

Generally T̂, is oompVx, that la

clng ^ ft t'* a p d ^L - ft,e> ̂

+ A , ft-

. After lntrodu-

oan rewritten

*«•>,- = X <

A . I
Suppose that - j ^ Is very near from the lowest disorete enor-

-gy level I }% level) of the exciton. Aa in this case, the proba-

-bility of exciting other excitoa states is very small, wo have

approximately

it follows that

(3.41), we find

wtiare
Tf V

being a function of

introducing a new variable defined by

(3.5a) becomes a Rioatti equation:

where

and

Eq(3.54) is related to[the equation of motion for a- spin in an

external field (Bloch equation), and can hence alao be related

to a two- level system . In fact, on introducing new

variable § :

I 14- I*"

I + (141*

4 .''im*

»>

or
M, 4 ',

30



we obtain as equivalent to (3.54) the following equations

• 3 * ' - " * H , ^
whore

*

now Eq (3.58) Is similar to the form of the equation of motion

for a two - level atom with the level separation \l <•> + ̂ S) raovifi-

-g in an external.field with frequence w .

From (3.23), we find the avj'erage number of excitpSjfed exci-

tons:

t

To terms of order |i£ 1 , we have approximately

iTom (S.53) and (3.56), we obtain
1 _

and, as we knov,(•=;-w*# represents the number of excited "sp-

-in" in the two - level system.

Hence, the problem of excitation of excltons by light wa-

ve is reduced to that of excitation of a "two - level system "

with the difference of energy level

i ceaelty /^\^,y I V
 i s t a e volume of system ), 3Tom (3,61]

»i." j.-jnoer or «xoiton3 approxlmetos tc *he number o? ̂ xoi-

,3J ••- atom.. " and, the an^rgj level difference le dependent.

Introducing the wave funotion of la stateof

)) JV ,
where a is the " Bohr radius" of the exclton. Ve obtain the "eq

-uivalent" density of two-level atom;

: 1 T. i
T |V|I « "

If neglecting the dependence of |» on "j? , we have

c
where ^ has been defined in$2.2. Substituting (3.64) into

(3.60), we have

f
J-- H,

when — [Ml Is small, we have approximately

1 IT ^ ^ + wrtj ,
•1'he paysloal meaning of Eq(J,eQ) is ealf-evldont.

"uet us consider tb^ aaae of nxoitone exolt«d by e. constant

it field. If we take the approximation: fp,v«h>, ,the

solution of (3.59) ie easily obtained. ?or the inltiti. oondl-

Uon f.hat » ^»S
at *• Is given oy

Is the "frequency of tho Rabl precession

". introducing n • /atJ, > w e n a v a

Ul • -I
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The time evolution is shown in Kig (3. 5). The figure

shows that the system ini-

tially absorbs energy*rrom

the light wave, and the den- t<*f"

sity of excitons increases;

at time ± s V ^ , the den-

sity reaches Its muxlum va-

lue »| , which depends on

the off-reaonttnee frequency

*ti, and the amplitude of the

external field; then, the system begins to lose energy to

the light wave by stimulated emission,and the density of

excitons decreases; at t » /uir , the system returns to

the ground state and the density of exciton reduces to zero

. Then a similar cycle begins.

From the above discussion , it may be seen that the Ra-

-bl frequency for AK>,-P ( *\»" K ) l s a "oharacterls

-tic" frequency in the sense that if it becomes comparable

to the exciton ionization energy ( in frequency unit }, the

discrete exciton energy levels lose their majianing.

IV. The • propagation of coherent light pulse

4.1 The equation of coherent propagation

In the first place, we have to establish the relation be-

tween the curre^nt density j of the system and the amplitude

£-» of excitation, where 1 is the average value of the ope

-rator T-lpf+7 Af"?,)") I summation is over all electrons)

over the wave function or the system.Making uae of (2.18} and

(3.24), and noting that the enerey of photon , -Ĵ tO , is mu

-ch greater than the exciton binding energy, we obtain

-» 1* •? 'U,li

Is the polarization current corresponding to intraband

motion

i l l T*
wnare \/ is the volume of the aystem, — • — + ĵp I jp - !

current corresponding to interband tranaition :

•f «

Assuming that tii« light pulses travela in the z - dlreotion

where Ao and <f are slowly varying functions of i and t.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is only a

function of z. Substituting (4,4) into the electromagnetic

wave equation :
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and make use of the slowly varying character of Ae snd *f ,

and that u> * ' l v , we obtain approximately:

+ c.t ,

•• r ^ A . ) c

-if
Let A. - A, C .then v/e nave

+ <. c .

bubstitutiriK (4.1) and (4.6) into (4.5), and assuming

tnat the frequencies Involved in fig, is muoh lower tuan <•*) ,

we have

Now, we shall generalise tfie equation for jr*

so as to take account of sp.aoe - propagation, rora the physi-

cal meaning of Sg> and' (3';25), (3,3^), it can be Been that,

, £j* will vary

e l*. In (3.39), lotting S^f- f^ e-'"'

using the concrete expression of fa , we obtain:

witn a jnonocnromdtlo light of wava vector

with z as £ < l*. In (3.39), lotting St» - P^ P"'"'*'*' and

where { assuming • j£ ff X axia

- 35 -

It is clear thut 13-
, Next we oonslder

Clearly Jfe- "ĵ * represents the kinetic energy of the elec-

tron - hole pair, — \ represents tne kinetic energy for

the relative motion of electron and hole, AS eventually we ha

-ve to sum r over the whole f- - space, therefore, we

can repeal fe by £ and obtain

U.8) aan be rewritten as

^ tf
where .^.(.r^.,-^ „,!) . Now considering the case that

A( is a slowly varying function of z and t , wt may as-

sume

ft-P**'1* r 4.133

where fe is &lao aalowlv v a P y l ug function of z and t.

Substituting into (4.12) and taking acoount of the slowly va-

rying condition, ie obtain
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where

and

ut * it ; (wo
which 13 the propagation velocity of the electron - hole

pair, written in term of f4j instead of $£ , £<it4.7) be-

come:
4tre |

The equation (4.14) and (4.16) aro the equation of propaga-

tion Tor a coherent light pulse. They correspond to the usual

Mexwell - Blooh equation for a two - level system, hut are

muoa complex.

<*,£ Self - induced transparently of the exolton line

-,et us coca lie r the case diaoussed In § 3.4 that the

photon energy of light WSY« 1B oloee to the lowest energy le-

vel of the exclton, and \art iB smaller than the separation

of this level from other energy level, for auoh case , we

have already reduced the problem to e form completely analo-

gous to a two - level atom. 0ne therefore expects the pheno-

-..37 -

menon of self - induoed transparency to occur, fhe Fig(3.5)

already explicitly indicates how thla can occur, (lately if

the first half of a light pulse io ju3t such as to raise the

density of exciton fr<Mn :z"erb. to .saturation, and during the

second half of the pulse the density of exoiton is reduced by

stimulated emission exactly to zero. So that the energy

of the pulse will not suffer any ohange nnd its propagation

is thus lossless. However , owing to the up and down shutt-

ling In the state of excitation , the velocity of. propagation

of the pulse will be reduced considerably.

Following the method used in § 3.4 foY (4,14), we intro-

duce

and define the following quantities;

"* 5C
Jfrffrf
3t£

3e3ldes, we introduce

t)

« JT ,•'*

and tne operator



^u, and if in the above formulas have the same meaning as de-

fined earlier in (3.55) and (4.4).
A _j

in ••• term of these notation , we obtain D,K •"• -*£«Jt',<O w +

which can be related to an equation of Bloch type (sea S 3,4):

In general, the exciton energy level E e* i may form a dis-

tribution, accordingly £>*>, - ̂  E ^ , - to corresponds to a dis

tribution function <xUu>,) /which satisfies

A 3

• :

the solution of Eq{4.£0) and (4.31) are function of

they should be averaged over

notation;

) and given the following

= f
Hence Eq(4,16) can be written as

In $ 3 ,4, w e -lava shown that -i- -»̂  — , 1 . e ~ ( volume
-I V fl* '

of exclton) , then we shall iatroduoe the

J
vr
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The latter In fact represents the value of tha wave function

of the exciton evaluated at its origin, the Eq(4.S5), (4.21)

and (4.22) are the equation governing the coherent propagation.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the notation:

"pie Eq (4.25) can be rewritten as

iiie—right siae of (4.25) represents the

chance of the refractive index due .to the excitation of the

electron nnd hole carriers. Jt ia expected to be smaller thdn

the second term. If the first terra is neglected, (4.25) be-

comes

t-.|
Til'I

Letting

M+

we obtain (4.22) in the following form

H

-J

•p t M . » r f «>. M . + x ,



whore

The aquation (4.30) and (4.28) are very similar to the

equation of self - transparency in the case of a two - level

system. It follows from the definition of ^t*") and V that

the following should be nn acceptable approximation:

we assume further that £»>, - * •**! , and make use of the rela

-tion:

U

tnen we obtain Eqs (4.Z8) and (4.30) in the following form:

in term of the new variables

and

(4,31}] becomes

These equations have exactly the form of the equations for

self - induced transparency in n two - level system, the solu-

tions of these equations can be obtained by the socalled "In-

verse scattering method", a detailed description of which mny

be found in the literature^''-23' ZS^ '.

It follow from an analysis by the inverse scattering mett,-

-od that the coherent propagation of light in such a system

can take up two different modes, which have been disignated a3

"radiation" and "soliton": modes. For weak light pulses, i.e.

the "area" of pulse is small, only the "radiation" mode exists

and it is essentially the solution obtained from the linear

approximation of the non - linear equation. The propagation or

the "radiation" mode is attenuated, with the medium absorbing

energy from the mode. In fact this mode is essentially a ooup-

£1*1
led wave of the exclton polaron type . When the intensity of

the light pulse (its "area") exceeds a certain critical value

, a new propagation mode -- soliton will emerge , In such a ca-

se , the light pulse will start by continuously changing its

3hape; this process is In faot a manifestation of the daoay of

•en© "radiation" mode involved. Thus the ligat puloe 9vol7es

asymptotioly into e. "BoXiton" mode, which retains it a siiape du-

ring propagation and Is lossless, Qo tae light pulse has beoome

s. self-lnduoed transparency pulse, If ~-iie inteueity of tiie ori-

i pulse la su'fiolentlv higa, Via or even more solitons
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will emerge.

As an example, using the standard method of inverse scntter-

-ing transformation , we obtain from (4.33) and (4.3b) the

solution representing a single sollton as

where Q an(* f are oonotant, and the parameters a, b, "*

and *Jt are related by the following relations:

'.vhere cfc,f)̂  = ijCj rff »)CjXl and «< is the l ine shape function

defined in (.1.23). the var iable X a n d T i n (4«37) Qre de f i -

ned as follov/s :

solution represents pulae with the following properties-

pulso height • 4 a;

Ipulse duration - J.
c

the velooity of propagation

1"e notice that : the height, duration and propagation Telo-

city of the soliton (self - Induce transparency pulse) are close-

ly related. As we know, this ia a general feature with the propana

-tion of non-linear waves. Substituting appropriate numerical va-

lues, we find that the velocity of coherent propagation is smaller

compared with the velocity of light in the vacu.Uin . This is a cha-

racteristic fenture with self-induced transparency.

4 . 3 self - induced transparency with interband

transitions

When "fc"5 ̂  Ĵ- , the electron - hole pair excited by light

will be in the continuous spectrum of the exciton. For a disou-

ssion of thiti case, we first perform a transformation on the ba-

sic equation (4.14). Following the standard technique for solving

the rficattl equation, we introduce a new variable ^(t , which

is related to pftĵ  by

7> _ 1 J J

Then the equation (4.14) can be rewritten as

= - 111 — t' £ W ^ O (P(

Where
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o (

at

Introducing further the new variables:

Ec.(4.41) can be recast into the following pair of equations:

one introduces the following notation;

I 1
- = — v

t *

— %e> v

and effects the following transformations;

one obtain the equations iu tho very syimmetric form;

-nr ^fVt "in.

that

(4,44) (4.45) and C*-46) aI"e t n e equations governing the coherent

propagation; clearly to solve them in general will be difficult.

However, as we know , in usual problems of absorption of li-

ght, if ( "fc» - ^i ) is not too small, the effect of the elect-

-poa—holo Intepaotlon ie-not important. In the present case, as

j ̂  \j* , it follows from (4.43) that

Hence for very strong excitation ( | P»M| » l ) and very we-

ak excitation ( [f»ji| <<•{ )• f°r t'le equation (4.44) the ma-

-gnitude of H is similar only with its sign reversed, but

when \*-^-%>° t f o r states near \. «-> s i &£ (*) ,the off -

resonance frequency A**(ifi) Is much smaller than the Rabi

frequency t*>f,t for tht case Of resonance. It follow from

Ji.3 or j 3,4 ttint these states can be strongly excited. As

they should be similar to the case of weak excit^ion, wa can

neglect the H term ana get

- 45 -

Ihsse eqaatlor. together viith (4,16) are oompletely analogous

to tha equations for an inhoaogeneously broadened two-level

system. The innoiaogeneously broadened line shape function cor-

responds in tae present case to the reduced density of state

for energy band. The inverse scattering probflem for this ty-

pe of equation has been solved in the literature
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-wing the method in the papers t*'*''J*J) one can then obtain

the solution, for coherent propa/gation. Naturally One finds

likewise t^g phenomena or saturation , self-induced transparency

and etc,

V, Conclusion

In the paper , for the sake of olearlty ana simplicity, we

have adopted a simple two band model. It is fai^rly obvious

that the main conclusions will not be qualitatively different

for more realisitie band structures. We have considered in de-

tail only the case of aingle-photon resonance; but the genera-

lization to the case of multi-photon resonance is not diffi-

cult .

It follows from our analysis that the characteristic phen-

-omena of coherent propagation in usual two - level atomic sy-

stems should elso occur in semiconductors, the equations

we have obtained in ̂ 3.4 £-4.2 and £4.3 will be basic equa-

tion for treating such phenomena.

If we want to take account of the collision between ele-

-ctron - 'lole pairs and between electron and phonons, phenoEie-

nologically it will be analogous to Introduce relaxation terms

In two-level systems. There should be no- difficulty In

principle.

This work was. carried out during a visi t to the interna

tional center Tor Tbeoretisal physics. Tha authors would

ii..e uc zr,hn.i: ;rofesaor £ua dtf±-S '-or '«e ^
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